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General Notes 

 
1. The solutions contain the most common method of solving the free-response questions and the allocation of 

points for the solution. Some also contain a common alternate solution. Other methods of solution also 
receive appropriate credit for correct work. 

 
2. Generally, double penalty for errors is avoided. For example, if an incorrect answer to part (a) is correctly 

substituted into an otherwise correct solution to part (b), full credit will usually be awarded. One exception 
to this may be cases when the numerical answer to a later part should be easily recognized as wrong — for 
example, a speed faster than the speed of light in vacuum. 
 

3. Implicit statements of concepts normally receive credit. For example, if use of the equation expressing a 
particular concept is worth 1 point and a student’s solution contains the application of that equation to the 
problem but the student does not write the basic equation, the point is still awarded. However, when 
students are asked to derive an expression it is normally expected that they will begin by writing one or 
more fundamental equations, such as those given on the AP Physics Exams equation sheet. For a 
description of the use of such terms as “derive” and “calculate” on the exams and what is expected for each, 
see “The Free-Response Sections ⎯ Student Presentation” in the AP Physics Course Description. 

 
4. The scoring guidelines typically show numerical results using the value 29.8 m sg = , but use of 210 m s  

is of course also acceptable. Solutions usually show numerical answers using both values when they are 
significantly different. 

 
5. Strict rules regarding significant digits are usually not applied to numerical answers. However, in some 

cases answers containing too many digits may be penalized. In general, two to four significant digits are 
acceptable. Numerical answers that differ from the published answer due to differences in rounding 
throughout the question typically receive full credit. Exceptions to these guidelines usually occur when 
rounding makes a difference in obtaining a reasonable answer. For example, suppose a solution requires 
subtracting two numbers that should have five significant figures and that differ starting with the fourth 
digit (e.g., 20.295 and 20.278). Rounding to three digits will lose the accuracy required to determine the 
difference in the numbers, and some credit may be lost. 
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Question 1 

15 points total        Distribution 
  of points 

a

 
(a) 2 points 
 

Starting with Newton’s second law:   
2

netF mg C mu= - =    

For correctly indicating that at terminal velocity ( ), the net force and 
acceleration are zero 

Tu u=  1 point 

2 0Tmg Cu- =    

For a correct relationship between  and m Tu  1 point 

2
T

g
m

C
u =  

  

 
(b) 
 (i) 4 points 
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Question 1 (continued) 

          Distribution 
   of points 
 
(b) (i) (continued) 
 

For recording in the table a row of calculated data points  that involve only  or a 
combination of  and g 

Tu

Tu

 
1 point 

For graphing  (or the equivalent) on the vertical axis to obtain a linear graph 2
Tu

 1 point 
For including an appropriate linear scale on both axes  1 point 
For drawing a reasonable best-fit straight line  1 point 
Note: Correct graphs of  versus Tu m  are given credit provided the quantities being 

plotted are clearly indicated. 
  

 
 (ii) 3 points 
 

For a correct calculation of the slope, using points on the student’s best-fit line (not 
points from the data table) 

 1 point 

Using the example graph shown:   
( )
( )

2 2
2 2

3

0.95 0.30 m s
slope 217 m kg s

4.4 - 1.4 10  kg-
-= =

È ˘¥Î ˚
i  

  

For a correct expression relating the slope to C  1 point 
2 2slope 217m kg s

g
C

= =i  
  

2

2 2
9.8 m s

Slope 217 m kg s

g
C = =

i
 

  

For correct units on C  1 point 
20.045  kg m      (0.046 kg m  using 10 m s )C g= =    

 
(c) 
 (i) 3 points 

 

 
For a graph that starts at the origin with an initial positive slope  1 point 
For a graph that is concave down throughout  1 point 
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Question 1 (continued) 

          Distribution 
   of points 

dt

For labeling and T at a point where the slope of the graph approaches zero Tu  1 point 
 
(c) (continued) 
 
 (ii) 1 point 
 

For a verbal statement that clearly indicates the distance Y is the area under the curve 
between times  and t T  0t = =

 1 point 

Or an equivalent statement referring to the area under the curve when the  versus t 
graph ends at T 

u   

Or an equivalent mathematical expression with limits:   ( )
0

T

Y tu= Ú
  

 
 
(d) 2 points 
 

For a correct indication that the mechanical energy dissipated is the change in 
mechanical energy during the time the stack falls a distance y 

 1 point 

( ) ( )final final initial initialE U K U KD = + - +      2

0

or  
y

E C dyuD
Ê ˆ

=Á ˜Á ˜Ë ¯
Ú  

  

E U KD D D= +    
For correct substitutions of y, m, and  Tu  1 point 

U mgD = - y    
21

2 TK muD =    

21
2 TE m mguD = - y   (or any equation with an additional negative sign that has the 

correct relative signs for potential and kinetic energies) 
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Question 1 

  
Overview 
 
This question assessed students’ understanding of forces in equilibrium. It also tested their ability to 
create a linear relationship from nonlinear data, to graph the linear relationship in order to determine a 
constant, to graphically represent the velocity of a falling body when air resistance is not neglected, to 
describe how distance could be calculated using that graph, and finally to determine an expression for the 
amount of mechanical energy dissipated during the fall owing to air resistance. 
 
Sample: M1-A 
Score: 14 
 
The only point lost by this response was in part (d), where the kinetic energy term is missing the m. Note the 
explicit explanations throughout the response. When students use (0, 0) as a point on the line for a slope 
calculation, their written work most often just shows the other point used. It is better to specifically mention 
(0, 0), as in part (b)(ii) of this response, to clearly indicate the use of two points. 
 
Sample: M1-B 
Score: 10 
 
Parts (a) and (b)(i) earned full credit. Part (b)(ii) received 1 point. It uses data points to calculate the slope, one 
of which is clearly not on the line drawn, and the units on the answer are inverted. Part (c)(i) earned nothing 
because the label of  near the data point leaves understanding of the value of the asymptote ambiguous. 

Parts (c)(ii) and (d) earned full credit. 
Tu

 
Sample: M1-C 
Score: 4 
 

Part (a) earned no credit. Part (b)(i) earned only 3 points because it is a graph of  and not . Part (b)(ii) 

earned no credit. Part (c)(i) earned 1 point for a graph starting at the origin with a positive slope. Parts (c)(ii) 
and (d) earned no credit. 

Tu
2
Tu
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